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Abstract
Atomic oxygen coverages of up to 1.2 ML may be cleanly adsorbed on the Au(111) surface by exposure to O at 300 K. We have
3
studied the adsorbed oxygen layer by AES, XPS, HREELS, LEED, work function measurements and TPD. A plot of the
O(519 eV )/Au(239 eV ) AES ratio versus coverage is nearly linear, but a small change in slope occurs at H =0.9 ML. LEED
O
observations show no ordered superlattice for the oxygen overlayer for any coverage studied. One-dimensional ordering of the
adlayer occurs at low coverages, and disordering of the substrate occurs at higher coverages. Adsorption of 1.0 ML of oxygen on
Au(111) increases the work function by +0.80 eV, indicating electron transfer from the Au substrate into an oxygen adlayer. The
O(1s) peak in XPS has a binding energy of 530.1 eV, showing only a small (0.3 eV ) shift to a higher binding energy with increasing
oxygen coverage. No shift was detected for the Au 4f peak due to adsorption. All oxygen is removed by thermal desorption of
7/2
O to leave a clean Au(111) surface after heating to 600 K. TPD spectra initially show an O desorption peak at 520 K at low H ,
2
2
O
and the peak shifts to higher temperatures for increasing oxygen coverages up to H =0.22 ML. Above this coverage, the peak shifts
O
very slightly to higher temperatures, resulting in a peak at 550 K at H =1.2 ML. Analysis of the TPD data indicates that the
O
desorption of O from Au(111) can be described by first-order kinetics with an activation energy for O desorption of
2
2
30 kcal mol−1 near saturation coverage. We estimate a value for the Au–O bond dissociation energy D(Au–O) to be
~56 kcal mol−1. © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Adatoms; Adsorption kinetics; Auger electron spectroscopy (AES ); Chemisorption; Compound formation; Gold; Low
energy electron diffraction (LEED); Low index single crystal surfaces; Oxidation; Oxygen; Ozone; Soft X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy; Thermal desorption

1. Introduction
Compared to the other metals, gold is the
noblest of all metals and has little activity for
chemisorption [1]. However, the interesting catalytic properties of gold warrant further fundamental study. A review article by Schwank [2] detailed
many of the earlier applications of elemental gold
in catalysis, including its high selectivity for olefin
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hydrogenation, hydrogen transfer reactions, and
skeletal isomerizations of hydrocarbons, the striking activities for oxygen transfer reactions, the
reduction of nitric oxide and the carbonyl group
in acetone, and the oxidative dehydrogenation of
alcohols to aldehydes. More recently, a lot of
attention has been focused on the use of gold
supported on reducible metal oxides as highly
active, low-temperature CO oxidation catalysts [3–
19]. Further elucidation of the role of oxygen in
these reactions requires a better understanding of
the interactions of oxygen with gold surfaces.
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Early work on the interaction of oxygen with
gold surfaces was often contradictory. Chesters
and Somorjai [20] studied the chemisorption of
O on Au(111) and stepped Au surfaces and found
2
oxygen chemisorption to be highly exothermic, but
rapid only above 500°C. The presence of steps did
not influence this behavior. Schrader [21] found
that surface-segregated calcium can strongly
increase the rate of O chemisorption above 600°C.
2
Eley and Moore [22] found that very little oxygen
could be chemisorbed on polycrystalline Au foil
for temperatures less than 1000 K and O pressures
2
less than 6×10−3 Pa. Legaré et al. [23] studied
the interaction of O with Au(111) and poly2
crystalline Au foil over a wide range of
temperatures (25<T<850°C ) and pressures
(10−8<P<10 Torr) and found that no oxygen
could be adsorbed at 25°C for all O pressures
2
studied. However, oxygen could be adsorbed on
both surfaces at temperatures above 300°C, and
calcium was found to increase the amount of
oxygen adsorbed. These contradictions in the early
studies were explained by Pireaux et al. [24], who
determined that O does not dissociatively adsorb
2
on gold surfaces in UHV, except when an impurity
is present. The impurity level required for the
adsorption of O is below the level of detection by
2
AES due to gold transitions that interfere with the
detection of the most common contaminants (Ca,
Mg, and Si). HREELS was used by Pireaux et al.
[24], and this has sufficient sensitivity to observe
the oxide impurities formed by exposure of O to
2
a contaminated surface. Canning et al. also [25]
confirmed that no oxygen adsorption on clean
gold occurred from exposure to O in UHV, but
2
studied adsorbed oxygen by dissociating O over
2
a hot Pt filament in order to expose the surface to
oxygen atoms. The use of oxygen d.c. reactive
sputtering to form a stable gold oxide, Au O , was
2 3
also reported by Pireaux et al. [26 ].
About 10 years ago, on the Au(110)-(1×2)
surface, Sault et al. [27] used O pressures up to
2
1400 Torr and temperatures between 300 and
500 K, and did not observe any dissociative O
2
adsorption. Coverages of 0.95 ML of atomically
adsorbed oxygen could be formed by O dissoci2
ation over a hot filament, and recombinative
desorption occurred at 590 K with an activation
energy of 31.5 kcal mol−1. On Au(111), no oxygen
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adsorption was detected after O exposures, but
2
near monolayer coverages of atomically adsorbed
oxygen were also created under UHV conditions
by dosing ozone (O ) to the surface at 300 K
3
[28,29]. Thermal desorption of O occurred at
2
560 K at saturation coverage with an activation
energy of 30 kcal mol−1. UV/ozone oxidation of
gold under UHV conditions leads to more extensive oxidation [30,31]. It was estimated by using
XPS data that this treatment formed 0.8 ML of
chemisorbed oxygen along with a few monolayers
of Au O upon extensive oxidation of (111) tex2 3
tured Au films [30]. Both oxygen states disappeared when heated to 150–200°C [30]. This is
reasonably consistent with the reported decomposition temperature of 423 K for bulk Au O [32].
2 3
Some conflicting reports still surface. Cao et al.
[33] reported that a chemisorbed state of oxygen
on Au(111) was formed after O exposures at a
2
pressure of 5×10−6 mbar and a temperature ranging from 600 to 850°C, that this state could not
be removed by heating up to 850°C in vacuum,
and that a twisted oxide (AuO ) overlayer and
x
(3×3)R30° structure with further oxygen adsorption was formed. Recent STM studies [34–36 ]
reproduced the (3×3)R30° overlayer structure on
Au(111), not under UHV conditions, but only
after an O pressure of 1 bar and temperatures
2
between 500 and 800°C were used. Still, these
authors assigned this structure to strongly chemisorbed oxygen.
In this paper, we report additional studies of
the interaction of oxygen on a Au(111) crystal
surface by using ozone (O ) to cleanly dose the
3
surface with atomic oxygen. The chemical nature
of the oxygen adlayer on Au(111) was characterized by a variety of surface spectroscopies, and
the thermal stability of the oxygen adlayer was
probed by TPD in order to provide a foundation
for understanding low-temperature oxidation over
supported Au catalysts and to clarify issues raised
in some recent surface science reports.

2. Experimental
The experiments were performed in a two-level
stainless steel UHV chamber which has been
described previously [37]. The system was equ-
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ipped with the instrumentation necessary to perform AES, LEED, XPS, UPS, HREELS and TPD.
The Au(111) crystal was heated resistively and
cooled by contact of the crystal mounting block
with a liquid nitrogen reservoir through a
6.45 cm2 (1 in2), 0.025 cm thick (0.01 in) sapphire
plate. The temperature of the Au(111) crystal was
monitored directly by means of a chromel–alumel
thermocouple pressed firmly (using Au foil ) into
a small hole drilled into the side of the crystal.
The Au(111) crystal was cleaned by heating in
2×10−8 Torr of NO at 800 K to remove carbon
2
from the surface. Oxygen was detected by AES
after this procedure, even after heating to 1000 K.
Oxygen that is stable at such high temperatures
on gold is known to be due to oxides of calcium
and/or silicon, yet these impurities were not
detected by AES, even after extended heating to
high temperatures. This oxide was removed by
argon ion sputtering at 800 K. Cycles of cleaning
in NO followed by argon ion sputtering were
2
repeated until the oxide could no longer be formed
by NO exposure and carbon was no longer
2
detected. The crystal was then annealed to 800 K
and gave the expected LEED pattern for the
reconstructed surface [38,39].
Ozone (O ) used for dosing was prepared in our
3
laboratory using a commercial ozone generator
and concentrated on a silica gel trap. Oxygen
(O ) was passed at a rate of 5 ml min−1 (STP)
3
through Teflon tubing to the ozone generator. The
effluent gas from the generator contained a mixture
of approximately 5% ozone and 95% unreacted
O . This mixture was passed through a gas absorp2
tion bottle containing dried silica gel suspended in
a dewar filled with an ethanol–dry ice bath at
−80°C. This process was carried out for several
hours to saturate the silica gel with ozone. The
ozone may be kept indefinitely at −80°C, but we
warn users that there is always a chance of explosion if it is allowed to warm up or accidentally
come into contact with the ethanol in the bath.
Since a great deal of O is usually present as an
2
impurity, the ozone was purified by cooling the
trap to −110°C and pumping out the O with a
2
mechanical pump. The trap was then allowed to
warm up to −80°C. Because ozone is such a

reactive molecule, it was necessary to rigorously
passivate the stainless steel gas handling line and
any copper components (e.g. gaskets) by flushing
the lines several times with ozone. We found that
ozone still decomposed in the lines over a period
of minutes, and therefore, it was necessary to
recharge the lines frequently. A glass microcapillary array doser was connected to the leak valve
on the chamber and was used for dosing ozone
directly on to the sample. All ozone dosing was
performed with the Au(111) crystal at 300 K.
TPD experiments were performed with the quadrupole mass spectrometer in line-of-sight with the
crystal. The heating rate was 8.5 K s−1. Signals at
16, 18, 32, and 48 amu were monitored initially to
detect desorption of any water impurity, oxygen,
and ozone. Water was only detected when the
crystal was allowed to stand at 100 K for extended
periods of time. No molecular desorption of ozone
was observed in these experiments.
AES spectra were recorded using an incident
beam energy of 3 keV and a 0.2 mA emissionregulated beam current with a modulation voltage
of 6 V . Work function measurements (Dw) were
p–p
made by measuring the onset of secondary electron
emission in UPS. XPS binding energies (BE ) are
referred to the Au 4f
peak at 84.0 eV BE for
7/2
clean Au(111).

3. Results and discussion
3.1. AES and oxygen coverage
Fig. 1 shows the AES peak-to-peak height ratio
of the O( KLL) 519 eV signal to the Au(MNN )
239 eV signal plotted as a function of oxygen
coverage. The relative oxygen coverage was determined by integration of O TPD curves to deter2
mine the peak areas. The absolute oxygen coverage
was estimated by comparing the O(519 eV )/
Au(239 eV ) AES peak-to-peak height ratio with
the O(519 eV )/Pt(237 eV ) ratio that was obtained
in the same instrument for the (2×2)-O adlayer
on Pt(111) where the oxygen coverage has been
determined to be 0.25 ML or 3.8×1014
atoms cm−2 [40]. In this determination, we
accounted for the reported difference in sensitivi-
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Fig. 1. Peak-to-peak height ratio for O(519 eV )/Au(239 eV ) in AES for increasing oxygen coverage as determined from O TPD
2
integrated areas, on Au(111) at 300 K.

ties between Pt (237 eV ) (0.028) and Au(239 eV )
(0.037) transitions [41] and calibrated the two
ratios at a low oxygen coverage of 0.25 ML where
we believe that all of the oxygen is adsorbed on
the Au(111) surface (vide infra). We estimate that
the saturation coverage of oxygen that we obtained
using O and our dosing procedure on Au(111)
3
was H =1.2 ML. Obvious uncertainties in the
O
above calibration procedure, e.g. Auger lineshape
changes, coadsorbates, etc., probably force error
bars on our values for H on Au(111) to be
O
±0.1 ML.
The plot in Fig. 1 shows a noticeable change in
slope near H =0.9 ML. Since the O(519 eV )
O
signal arises from a KVV transition, the oxygen
line shape and intensity are sensitive to changes in
the chemical nature of the oxygen, and this could
possibly cause this change. Alternatively, the slope
change can be attributed to intensity changes (due
to scattering) of either the oxygen or Au signals
that result from the disordering of the Au(111)
substrate, as seen in LEED at this oxygen coverage
(vide infra), or to incorporation of oxygen into
the surface or subsurface layer to form an oxide.

3.2. LEED observations
LEED photographs obtained as a function of
oxygen coverage are shown in Fig. 2. The clean
Au(111) surface is known to reconstruct in UHV
to a (3×22)-rect. pattern in which each integral
order spot is closely surrounded by a hexagonal
cluster of six spots [38,39]. Fig. 2A shows the
clean surface with the integral order spots surrounded by a poorly resolved cluster of the extra
spots expected for the reconstructed surface. A
small amount (H <0.1 ML) of adsorbed oxygen
O
lifts this reconstruction and leaves only the sharp
integral order spots. At higher coverages, as shown
in Fig. 2B and C for H =0.22 ML and 0.50 ML,
O
respectively, streaks appear that radiate between
each of the integral order spots, appearing brightest halfway between the integral order spots. This
pattern persists with increased intensity of the
background until saturation oxygen coverage is
reached, at which point the background is so
bright that the substrate spots are almost obscured
( Fig. 2D). The streaking indicates the onset of
one-dimensional ordering. The brightness of the
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Fig. 2. LEED photographs taken at several oxygen coverages using an incident beam energy of ~66 eV. (A) Clean Au(111), (B)
0.22 ML, (C ) 0.5 ML and (D) 1.2 ML.

background at saturation oxygen coverage indicates disordering of the substrate itself with significant displacement of the gold atoms.
Our LEED results are quite similar to those
reported by Sault et al. [27] for oxygen on
Au(110)-(1×2). Using a hot mass spectrometer
filament to produce O atoms, they also saw a large
increase in background intensity due to a disruption of the long-range order of the surface, but
did not observe any ordered overlayer patterns at

any coverage or annealing temperature. The
streaking that we observed is consistent with the
row-like features seen in STM studies of the
Au(111) surface after high-temperature O expo2
sures at high pressure [34–36 ]. However, since we
did not observe a (3×3)R30° LEED pattern, our
results contradict those reported by Cao et al. [33]
in which they exposed O on Au(111) at 600°C in
2
vacuum, and are inconsistent with a (3×3)R30°
structure ascribed to chemisorbed oxygen [34,35].
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3.3. Work function measurements
Fig. 3 shows the work function change (Dw) as
a function of oxygen coverage. The sign of Dw
indicates electron transfer from the gold into an
adsorbed oxygen overlayer. The work function
change (eV ) with coverage data can be treated by
a classical model for mobile adsorption:
Dw=

3.77×10−15Hm
1+9aH3/2

,

(1)

where H is the surface oxygen coverage
(atoms cm−2), m is the dipole moment (D), and a
is the polarizability (cm3) [42,43]. The solid curve
in Fig. 3 was obtained using m=0.34D and
a=2.46×10−24 cm3 to give a reasonably good fit
to our measured values. However, some of the
deviations from this curve may be real and significant. For comparison, the O/Pt(111) system shows
a linear behavior up to an oxygen coverage of
0.75 ML [40]. Why should Au(111) be so
different? Alternatively, the data in Fig. 3 for
H ≤0.1 ML may be viewed in terms of a relatively
O
large Dw associated with lifting the reconstruction
of the clean Au(111) surface (as observed in
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LEED), or possibly due to the population of defect
sites, giving a larger value for m at these low
coverages. Since the Helmholtz equation gives
m=(dDw/dH)/3.77×10−15, we can determine
dipole moments per oxygen atom of 0.54D for
H <0.1 ML. If this is the case, then the Dw curve
O
is nearly linear for 0.1<H <1 ML with m=0.12D.
O
This dipole moment for oxygen is the same as on
Pt(111) where m=0.115D [40]. It also may be that
the ‘‘flatness’’ of the Dw curve in Fig. 3 at the
highest coverages, i.e. m$0, could arise from
factors other than depolarization within the
adlayer such as the formation of a disordered
surface (with the accompanying Au atom displacements), formation of a new chemisorbed oxygen
state with a negligible dipole moment, or the
incorporation of oxygen into the surface layer of
gold producing no net dipole perpendicular to
the surface.
3.4. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
The O 1s XPS spectra obtained for oxygen coverages of 0, 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 ML are shown in
Fig. 4. With increasing coverage, the O 1s peak

Fig. 3. Work function change Dw measured as a function of oxygen coverage. The solid curve is a fit for the data using Eq. (1).
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3.5. High-resolution electron energy loss
spectroscopy

Fig. 4. O 1s XPS spectra after ozone exposure on clean Au(111)
at 300 K. The oxygen coverages were determined by AES.
(Taken from Ref. [29].)

undergoes a small shift from 529.8 to 530.1 eV,
but the full-width-at-half-maximum stays constant
at about 1.5 eV.
An O 1s peak at 530.1 eV is indicative of an
‘‘oxidic’’ chemical state for oxygen. Oxygen in an
oxide is characterized by an O 1s binding energy
of 530.1 eV on Au(111) [30], 530.8 eV on Ag(111)
[44], 530.2 eV on Pt(111) [45], and 530.3 eV on
Pd(111) [46 ]. Atomically adsorbed oxygen is characterized by an O 1s binding energy of 529.3 eV
on Au(111) [11], 528.2 eV on Ag(111) [47],
529.8 eV on Pt(111) [48], and 529.0 eV on Pd(111)
[46 ]. Unfortunately, XPS is not so useful in
making a determination about the formation of
chemisorbed O under our conditions, because
2
O on Pt(111) has an O 1s peak at 530.8 eV BE
2(a)
[49], whereas O
on Ag(110) has an O 1s peak
2(a)
at 529.3 eV BE [50].

Vibrational spectra were obtained using
HREELS following the adsorption of 1.2 ML of
oxygen. The spectrum (not shown) exhibited two
peaks, one at 395 cm−1 and a broader feature
near 500 cm−1. Most importantly, no other peaks
were observed that would indicate the presence of
molecularly adsorbed oxygen.
There is only one previous report of HREELS
data for oxygen on gold, but these data indicate
that all observed losses were due to SiO impurities
2
in the gold surface [26 ]. Regarding our spectra,
we point out that the higher energy loss feature
near 500 cm−1 was not as reproducible as the lowfrequency peak, and thus it could be an artifact.
The spectra were difficult to obtain in part because
of the surface disorder at the higher coverages.
However, previous studies on late transition metals
have often identified two peaks, but both of these
are generally lower than 500 cm−1. For comparison, large coverages of oxygen on Ag(110) cause
a peak at 339 cm−1 attributed to chemisorbed
oxygen and a peak at 298 cm−1 attributed to
more highly coordinated oxygen atoms [44].
Calculations by Carter and Goddard [51] suggested the presence of two nearly degenerate chemisorbed states of atomic oxygen on Ag clusters,
3
one with the form of an oxyradical anion and the
other a closed-shell di-s-bonded configuration, and
they calculated Ag–O stretching frequencies of
299 cm and 412 cm−1 for the two states, respectively. Two peaks at 330 and 403 cm−1 have also
been observed for large oxygen coverages on
Cu(110) [52]. Two Ni–O stretching frequencies
were observed in p(2×2)-O and c(2×2)-O structures on Ni(100), and even though both vibrations
result from oxygen bound in fourfold symmetric
hollow sites, they differ in frequency by over
100 cm−1 [53].
3.6. Temperature-programmed desorption
Exposure of O on Au(111) at 300 K generates
3
an oxygen adlayer that desorbs to produce the
O TPD spectra shown in Fig. 5. These particular
2
spectra were generated by increasing exposures to
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Fig. 5. Oxygen TPD following increasing exposures of ozone
on Au(111) at 300 K. The oxygen coverages indicated were
determined from the ratio of the integrated area under the peaks
to that of the largest curve for which H =1.2 ML.
O

O . Identical TPD spectra could be generated in
3
reverse by successively annealing a saturation
oxygen coverage to higher temperatures. Similar
exposures of O to Au(111) at 300 K resulted in
2
no detectable O TPD peak. The oxygen coverages
2
were determined by integration of the TPD peak
areas, with the value for the saturation coverage
calibrated by AES (vide supra).
In Fig. 5, oxygen desorption occurs initially in
a peak at 520 K at the lowest oxygen coverage,
and this peak shifts to higher temperatures with
increasing coverages. Two of the O TPD spectra
2
at low coverage (H =0.06 and 0.10 ML) show
O
features above the peak maximum that could
indicate two chemical states of oxygen on the
surface, with another desorption peak at about
550 K. The Au(111) reconstruction is lifted as the
oxygen coverage increases up to H =0.10 ML,
0
and this can be associated with the relatively large
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shift in the O TPD peak to higher temperatures
2
over this coverage range. The O TPD peak occurs
2
at 550 K by the time H =0.50 ML and does not
O
shift with further increases in the coverage. The
appearance of the peaks at high coverage offers a
first hint that O desorption follows first-order
2
kinetics.
Sault et al. [27] observed similar O TPD spectra
2
from the Au(110) surface at various oxygen coverages. They assigned a region of second-order
desorption kinetics at low oxygen coverages and a
region of first-order kinetics at higher coverages.
In addition, they attributed zero-order kinetics to
the highest oxygen coverages, and they saw a
shoulder on the low-temperature side of the main
desorption peak. The O TPD peak maximum in
2
their work on Au(110) was at 590 K, or 40 K
higher than we observed on Au(111). About 10 K
of this difference is due to the difference in heating rates.
In a related system, oxygen desorption from
Ag(111) [44] also closely resembles that presented
above for Au(111). On Ag(111), desorption first
occurs in a peak at 577 K, two O TPD peaks are
2
obtained at low coverages, at low and intermediate
coverages, the peak shifts to higher temperature
with increasing coverage, and at the highest coverages, the peak occurs at a constant temperature of
587 K. At high coverages, the leading edges of the
desorption traces overlap as in zero-order kinetics,
but the constant peak temperature indicates firstorder kinetics. Using TPD, XPS, LEED, and
Nuclear Reaction Analysis (NRA) on Ag(111),
two different atomic states of oxygen were identified at low coverages [44]. However, a single
state predominates at high coverages. This single
oxygen state is attributed to the formation of an
Ag O(111) trilayer that grows on top of the first
2
state with a (4×4) superstructure relative to the
Ag(111) substrate.
Our O TPD results on Au(111) are different
2
from those of Canning et al. [25] on the Au(111)
surface. They report an O desorption peak maxi2
mum at 657 K, which is over 100 K higher than
we observe. This difference could be due to incorrect temperature readings in their experiments
since their thermocouple was attached to a tantalum sample holder held in contact with the crystal
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(in our experiments, the thermocouple was
mounted directly in the crystal ), and their ramp
rate was 21.5 K s−1 (almost three times higher
than ours), or possibly (but less likely) to the high
degree of surface disorder reported by Canning
et al. [25]. The calibration of our Au(111) crystal
temperature was checked by performing thermal
desorption of a water multilayer. We found that
the H O heat of sublimation of 12 kcal mol−1 was
2
in good agreement with previously reported values
for Ni [54], Ir [55], and Pt [56 ].
Redhead analysis [57] gives desorption activation energies, E , of 31.7–33.6 kcal mol−1 over the
d
full coverage range assuming a pre-exponential
factor for desorption n of 1×1013 s−1 and firstd
order kinetics. We have employed two different
analysis methods in order to obtain better estimates for the kinetic parameters describing the
O desorption process. First, we used an analysis
2
method that allowed for the determination of the
reaction order [40,58], involving plotting
[ln(dH/dt)−n ln(H)] versus (1/T ) for the entire
temperature range of the desorption data. This
plot is only linear for the correct choice of n, and
the slope of the plot gives E . Secondly, as a check
d

on the validity of the kinetic parameters obtained
from this method, we have compared computer
simulations of the desorption rate curves with the
experimental TPD data.
The TPD spectra at high coverages in Fig. 5
have an appearance that is indicative of first-order
kinetics even though the recombination of O
adatoms to form O is expected to be a second-order
2
process. In order to determine the reaction order
for desorption, we made plots of [ln(dH/dt)−
n ln(H)] versus (1/T ) for each of the spectra shown
in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows one example of a plot for
the case H =0.22 ML. As can be seen, the best fit
O
to a line was obtained when n was chosen to be 1.
Also, the other choices of n gave the predicted
curves [58] for incorrect choices of the reaction
order. The intercept of the line shown in Fig. 6
gives a value of 2.7×1011 s−1 for the pre-exponential factor for desorption, and the slope gives a
value of E =28.6 kcal mol−1. For H =0.03 ML,
d
O
n =5.5×1011 s−1 and E =23.2 kcal mol−1. The
d
d
plots obtained in this manner for higher coverages
are also best described with n=1, but show some
curvature. In each case, these plots have a linear
region with a lower slope (n =8.2×109–
d

Fig. 6. Oxygen TPD curves for H =0.22 ML plotted using the method of Parker et al. [58]. Plots for several choices of n, the
O
desorption kinetic order, are shown, and only the data for n=1 can be described well by a line in the region of T .
p
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10×1010 s−1 and E =23–25 kcal mol−1) for
d
H >0.5 ML and T>520 K, and another region
O
with a higher slope with values of n =7.8×
d
1010–3.8×1011 s−1 and E =26.7–30 kcal mol−1.
d
In summary, we find that E increases with coverd
age. At low coverages, E =23.2 kcal mol−1 at
d
H =0.03 ML and 28.6 kcal mol−1 at H =
O
O
0.22 ML. E then shows a very slight increase to
d
30 kcal mol−1 near saturation coverages. The curvature of some of the plots indicates that at high
coverages, there is a second oxygen state that
desorbs with a lower E of 23–25 kcal mol−1.
d
Simulations of the TPD spectra for
H =0–1.2 ML are directly compared to the meaO
sured spectra in Fig. 7. The simulations used a
Polanyi–Wigner desorption rate equation using a
coverage-dependent activation energy of the form

Fig. 7. Computer simulation (solid curve) of the TPD data
(points) in Fig. 5. This simulation used a Polanyi–Wigner form
of the desorption rate equation with first-order kinetics, a value
of 5.5×1011 s−1 for the pre-exponential factor, and a coveragedependent activation energy of E =30+0.75(H /Hmax )
d
O O
(kcal mol−1), with H
=1.2 ML.
Omax
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E =30+0.75(H /Hmax ), where Hmax =1.2, with a
d
O O
O
constant pre-exponential factor of 5.5×1011 s−1.
The small linear coverage dependence was necessary to produce peaks with the best fit for the
width and shape. This simulation gives a good fit
to the experimental data and shows that the values
for the kinetic parameters derived from our data
analysis above are quite reasonable.
One noticeable feature of Fig. 7 is the poor fit
of the simulations to the leading edge of the
desorption curves. The measured desorption rate
is much higher than that predicted by the simulations, consistent with a lower value for E at the
d
highest coverages ( lowest temperatures) for each
of the curves for H ≥0.5 ML. No choices of a
O
single coverage-dependent activation energy or
wide-ranging values of n could give a fit over this
d
leading edge region as well as the main peak. We
are forced to conclude that another desorption
state is present that has a lower E of
d
23–25 kcal mol−1 at high coverages, but that this
state is not resolved from the main peak in our
experiments. This is consistent with the curvature
and slopes observed in the plots like that in Fig. 6.
As pointed out above, Sault et al. [27] observed a
shoulder on the low-temperature side of the main
O desorption peak on Au(110), and so a small
2
energy change in the two peaks could cause them
to desorb more nearly at the same temperature.
From the value for E obtained from the TPD
d
analysis, we now estimate the O–Au bond strength.
In the simplest interpretation, the measured value
of 30 kcal mol−1 at H =1.2 ML reflects the actiO
vation energy for desorption from the dissociative
adsorbed state, which is the sum of the adsorption
energy or enthalpy, DH , of dissociative adsorption
a
of O on Au(111), and the activation barrier to
2
dissociative adsorption of O , E . We know that
2 a
O adsorption is activated since the surface cannot
2
be populated with O adatoms from exposure in
UHV to O . Since E =E +DH , 30 kcal mol−1 is
2
d
a
a
an upper limit for DH since E >0. The bond
a
a
dissociation energy of D(Au–O) is given by:
2D(Au–O)=D(O–O)+DH .
(2)
a
The bond strength in dioxygen is D(O–O)=
119 kcal mol−1, and so since DH ≤30 kcal
a
mol−1, D(Au–O)≤74.5 kcal mol−1. A much
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better estimate for the true value of the Au–O
bond strength can be made by utilizing reports in
the literature to estimate a value for E . For
a
example, the data of Ref. [27], in which no oxygen
adsorption occurred on Au(110)-(1×2) for exposures at P =1400 Torr for 10 min on Au(111)
O
at 900 K 2leads to an estimation of E ≥
a
37 kcal mol−1 by assuming a detection sensitivity
of 0.01 ML and a precursor-mediated dissociation
mechanism in which a preequilibrium is established
with molecularly adsorbed O having an adsorp2
tion energy of 5 kcal mol−1 (the barrier for dissociation from this state is calculated to be
≥42 kcal mol−1). The value of 5 kcal mol−1 in
this calculation was estimated from the observation
that no molecular O desorption peak has been
2
observed above 100 K (and assuming that no
substantial barrier exists between the physisorbed
and chemisorbed molecular state E #3 kcal
1
mol−1 [47]). One can consider the adsorption
energy for chemisorbed O on Ag(111) as an
2
upper limit at 9.2 kcal mol−1 [47] and physisorbed
O on Ag(111) as a lower limit at 3 kcal mol−1
2
[47]. Another, but less reliable, value of
E ~15 kcal mol−1 can also be estimated by utiliza
ing data for oxygen adsorption on (Ag–Au)/
a-Al O catalysts [59] and extrapolating their E
2 3
a
curve for varying Au composition to the limit of

pure Au. A value of E =37 kcal mol−1 gives a
a
value for DH that is 7 kcal mol−1 (endothermic)
a
and thus D(Au–O)~56 kcal mol−1. This estimate
can be compared to D(Au–Cl )=54 kcal mol−1
[60], D(Ag–O)=80 kcal mol−1 on Ag(111) [47],
D(Pt–O)=85 kcal mol−1 in the limit of zero coverage on Pt(111) [39], and an estimate of
D(Pt–O)~65 kcal mol−1 for H =0.75 ML on
o
Pt(111) [40]. Fig. 8 shows our best estimates for
a potential energy diagram for oxygen adsorption
on Au(111). This diagram shows gaseous,
adsorbed and oxidic states of oxygen that are
useful for discussing the oxygen/Au interaction.
We show the heat of formation of Au O (s) as a
2 3
rough indicator of the energetics of oxidic species
that may be formed. The adsorption energy of
physisorbed and chemisorbed O is taken to be
2
3 kcal mol−1, and the barrier between physisorbed
and chemisorbed O is taken to be 3 kcal mol−1,
2
as on Ag(111) [47]. E is the barrier for dissoci2
ation from an accommodated chemisorbed O
2
species.
The first-order kinetics of the O desorption
2
peaks from Au(111) is not easily explained.
Molecular desorption of atomically adsorbed
species is generally found to occur with secondorder kinetics. Our results indicate that the recombination of atomic oxygen is not the rate-limiting

Fig. 8. Schematic potential energy diagram of the oxygen interaction with Au(111). Values for the heats of formation of gaseous,
adsorbed and oxidic species are indicated by solid bars.
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step in the desorption process, and so this complicates the analysis and energetics discussed above.
We propose that the rate-limiting step for desorption is the conversion of an oxidic oxygen species
to chemisorbed oxygen, and this explanation is
consistent with recent XPS studies of UV/ozone
oxidation of Au [30]. In Fig. 8, the formation
energy of Au O is only slightly exothermic, and
2 3
the conclusion that a kinetic barrier of
30 kcal mol−1 for conversion of the oxide to
adsorbed oxygen is larger than the barrier for
conversion of O adatoms to chemisorbed O is
2
plausible. Since the Au surface is highly disordered
at high coverages, it is also possible that the ratelimiting step for O desorption involves the dis2
placement of a gold atom leading to first-order
kinetics [61] rather than oxide conversion. If a
surface ‘‘compound’’ (Au O ) is formed, we could
2 3
also be simply observing a first-order decomposition step. Finally, O desorption might be
2
rate-limited by the formation of a molecularly
chemisorbed precursor state having first-order
desorption kinetics, but would then imply
an anomolously large barrier of 24 kcal mol−1
between the physisorbed and chemisorbed molecular species, and there is no spectroscopic evidence
to suggest that a molecularly chemisorbed precursor exists on the surface.
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Au(111) surface to 600 K due to the thermal
desorption of O . First-order kinetics describes
2
O desorption, and this process is probably rate2
limited by conversion of oxidic oxygen to chemisorbed atomic oxygen. Analysis of the TPD data
indicates a rapidly increasing O desorption activa2
tion energy from 23.2 to 28.6 kcal mol−1 at low
coverages, followed by a very slightly increasing
activation energy up to 30 kcal mol−1 near saturation coverage. From our TPD data and a reasonable estimate for the activation barrier to O
2
dissociative adsorption, we estimate an upper limit
on the O–Au bond strength to be 64 kcal mol−1.
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